
HABLA ONLINE
If you want to improve your Spanish look no further than Habla’s new online
program, Travesías. Travesías is a user-friendly, virtual platform to help
enhance Spanish language learning.

At Habla we believe meaningful connections are vital to language
development. Habla’s online program incorporates the elements that make
our live classes different than most language classes. Culture, arts, stories,
and grammar are all essential elements of Habla’s Travesías. Most online
programs focus only on informal conversation. In addition to meaningful
conversations, Habla’s online programs provide a clear structure helping
students advance to a new Spanish level.

Read more about our group and individual class options below.

INDIVIDUAL JOURNEY

Our individual option is comprised of one-hour classes over eight sessions
with a lesson plan tailored to the student. Please keep in mind that the
eight sessions must be completed within a two-month span.

Cost: 8 sessions (8 hours): $200 USD (25 USD per hour).

GROUP JOURNEY

Our group option consists of two one-hour classes per week over eight
sessions where students will enrich their learning experience with students
at a similar level.

Cost: 8 sessions (8 hours): $120 USD ($15 USD per person per hour)

Payments for individual or group journey packages must be paid 24 hours 
before the first class, otherwise the class cannot be scheduled.



OUR STAGES
Student levels in Travesías are represented by stages. Each stage has its
own thematic sessions and grammar modules, which will help students
boost their language acquisition through storytelling and cultural
exploration. Our stages are as follows:

NOVICE STAGE

The Novice Stage is designed for language learners with little or no
previous knowledge of Spanish. Here, students will become comfortable
with the language and develop the vocabulary and sentence structure
necessary to talk about their life and community. Students will learn the
following grammar tenses: present, present progressive, and future with ir.

NOVICE HIGH STAGE

The Novice High Stage is designed for students with previous knowledge of
present tense and basic Spanish expressions. In this level, students will
broaden their understanding of the Spanish-speaking world and improve
their language skills by talking about social topics and stories in the past.
Students will learn the following grammar structures: past (preterite and
imperfect), and perfect tenses.

INTERMEDIATE STAGE

The Intermediate Stage is built for students with previous knowledge of the
Spanish present and past tenses. At this stage students will engage in
deeper conversations about contemporary topics in Mexico and Latin
America. By the end of the course, students will be able to interact
confidently with native speakers in social and academic contexts. Students
will learn the following grammar tenses: future, conditional, and imperative.



INTERMEDIATE HIGH STAGE

The Intermediate High Stage is for students who have taken intermediate
Spanish courses before and are ready to progress towards fluency. In this
course, language learners will further develop their Spanish skills by
reading about historical and current events, and by exploring literature, the
arts and cultural expressions of Mexico and Latin America. By the end of
this course, students will be able to use language effectively in social,
academic, and professional settings. Students will work on the subjunctive.

ADVANCED STAGE

The last stage of Travesías is designed for students with a high level of
Spanish proficiency who are moving towards a native-speaker’s level of
fluency. The emphasis is on expanding vocabulary and working through
more complex structures in order to read texts in multiple genres, engage
in academic class discussions, and write essays in response to texts.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

+ How do I register and make payments? 

If you have selected Individual Journey, the Habla Online Coordinator will
work with you to schedule all 8 sessions before your program begins. If you
have opted for Group Journey, we will provide you with available class 
schedules. The complete package must be paid at least 48 hours before
your first class begins. We will send you a PayPal request to complete your
payment.

+ What if I have to cancel a class?

Individual Journey classes must be cancelled with the coordinator by email
at least 24 hours before class start time. You can reschedule the cancelled
class with the coordinator. Group Journey classes cannot be cancelled or
rescheduled.

+ What if I am late to a class?

If you are running late for your class, your teacher will wait for 30 minutes.
Once those 30 minutes have passed, the class will be cancelled without a
refund or rescheduling.

+ What if there is a problem with the internet connection?

In the rare event that Habla experiences internet connection issues, we will
reschedule your class at our earliest availability.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

+ What if I paid for a package but need to cancel?

If your Individual Journey package has not begun, we can issue a full refund 
(minus a $15 processing fee) if you cancel within 5-7 days of the first class. 
We can refund your package up to 75% (minus a $15 processing fee) if you 
cancel within 24 hours before the first class. Once your package has begun, 
we cannot issue a refund. However, we can freeze your package for up to 60 
days. 

+ Can I transfer my classes to a friend or family member?

Yes. If you need to cancel your classes and would rather not freeze your 
package, we can transfer the remaining classes to the person of your choice.

For questions or registration inquiries, contact
Habla Online Coordinator Yazmin

yazminhabla@gmail.com

To register for Habla Online click here.

mailto:yazminhabla@gmail.com
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSddxzC7dVFw5iRq5bS3sboPM-gn61YEvxzeTjKelFFTro1ZhQ/viewform

